
Self reflection  
 
 
These two weeks in Barcelona passed very fast.It was one of the most unforgettable moments.Every 

day was very different and special.Sometimes we felt very tired of every thing,although it was very 

good organized time was useful for us for sure. 

For me these past two weeks were very profesional. Although I study social pedagogy and I think,I 

learn a lot. 

 

When we arrived at the Seminari Marti Codolar we started with international evening.We had a 

possibility to know each other better.It was great,because every one was supposed to bring something 

to eat from their home country.It was like a real intercultural supper with a lot of food and drinks. 

 

New people was all the time very good value.In this trip communication helped a lot.We were divided 

in different groups and did exercises together in Barcelona-the city of Gaudi Architecture.Every day we 

did something new:ice breaking activities,discovering the surrounding and so on. 

 

One of the most difficult things was to write lesson plans as well.It was hard because we should do this 

very accurately.Another thing that I really liked was 

the performance that we did with teacher  Delphine. We did a 

lot of jobs and now I have a possibility to use what I learned. Another thing that I really like  was that 

we every day went a city,we participated in a festival of Saint George we took a lot of pictures. 

 

In conclusion I would like to say thank you for this project because no matter that here was really 

intensive two weeks but we worked really hard.I think because of that we learn something we grown up 

a little bit and this is great.Now I have more motivation to learn and discover new things.I really happy 

that I understand that-here in Barcelona.I would never forget this trip.It was short moment but it is 

unforgettable. 



 

 

 

 
 
  
 


